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Paul Foley

From: Zivah [zivahjs@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 11:40 PM
To: Paul Foley
Cc: Adam Turner
Subject: Island Cove Adventures and Proposed Dias Lumberyard

To whom it may concern at the Martha's Vineyard Commission: 
 
I write to you to express my support for Island Cove Adventures owners Mary and Ray Gosselin concerning the 
proposed lumberyard by Chris Dias behind their business. 
 
There are multiple concerns that seem to have been overlooked in the proceedings of several hearings at which 
this topic has been brought up for discussion. 
A key to successful cooperation between public business proprietors, especially within the special Island 
community is open communication. Specifically regarding communication of hearing notices, actions taken for 
the lumberyard, and what affects Island Cove - this open communication appeared to be missing. From my 
understanding, the MV Commission was enacted to thoroughly and correctly oversee projects like this, their 
potential proceedings, and how they would affect the Island landscape in both environmental, economic, and 
aesthetic terms. I urge the commission to live up to this intent while it considers this lumberyard.  
- Namely, the trucks being used at this lumberyard would cause considerable traffic congestion since the right 
of way would be the same used for those going to Island Cove Adventures. That rode is already narrow and can 
be easily clogged with traffic - certainly those trucks would make it much worse and less safe. Why not just use 
High Point Lane? Why hasn't a traffic study been done for this project? As everyone is aware, this part of State 
Road can be especially congested in the summertime without this lumberyard in place. It would not only cause 
more traffic in that driveway, it would cause more traffic on State Road and make it less safe for pedestrians , 
drivers, and those using bikes as well.   
Secondly, there is a point to be made concerning the size and materials for the structure. An 8,400 sq ft building 
42ft high made of corrugated metal does not stay within the  scale or appearances of surrounding businesses. In 
fact, it works in opposition to the new zoning bylaws that were put in place.  
 
Finally, I would like to make a personal plea that if it is needed or wanted, can be shared at the hearing 
tomorrow night. 
I am going into the fourth season of being employed by Island Cove, and have therefore observed the traffic 
congestion mentioned above. Island Cove is a business that attracts people of all ages - children frequently will 
walk and run up this driveway and it is already a concern with regular car traffic. With the trucks used for the 
proposed lumberyard, it would be much less safe and I can say this with firsthand experience at Island Cove. 
I have known Mary and Ray my entire life, becoming especially close to them in the past three or four years.  
Mary and Ray take customer care and safety as the highest priority and should not be expected to discount this 
for the flawed proceedings of this lumberyard proposal. They are devoted individuals to the town of Tisbury 
and to the island of Martha's Vineyard.I can say with absolutely certainty that Mary and Ray Gosselin deeply 
care about the community and their business; and it is the only business of its kind on island. There are already 
lumberyards on the island; the proposed one from Chris Dias would not do much to help with demand as there 
are three lumberyards in Tisbury alone. This project is threatening this established island business which has 
been there for over two decades and provided countless amazing experiences for locals and visitors alike. It is 
business that employs Islanders and gives them valuable experiences to go on and be successful employees 
anywhere they go, it provides for the summer economy, and it has been established well within the community. 
Mary and Ray deserve to keep this business running at full capacity without the current proposed plans for this 
lumberyard. They really are two of the most caring and devoted people I know: to their business, to the Island 
community, to their customers, and to their employees. You would be hard pressed to find a better duo to run a 
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business like they do. I urge the commission to consider all of this at the hearing tomorrow night as they 
consider the proposed project.  
 
Thank you for your time reading this and for the work you do to keep the Island community thriving, safe, and 
successful 
 
Best, 
Zivah J. Solomon 


